Recovery Tips

The CFPB eClosing Pilot

What does the recently launched CFPB e-closing pilot
really say thus far, and what may it reveal?

By Melanie Feliciano and Tim Anderson

A

ny mortgage professional can attest to
the overwhelming amount of paperwork
associated with the closing process. For
consumers, this final step to homeownership has
become notorious for causing confusion and even
surprises in the form of unexpected costs. In an
effort to assess how the industry can reduce the
complexity of this arduous process, the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) introduced its
mortgage eClosing pilot, with seven financial institutions and four technology vendors participating in this program. While the closing is just one
portion of the mortgage, this pilot could be key to
proving the value electronic records, e-signatures,
electronic workflows and even electronic notarizations can have, bringing to light trends that are
critical to the mortgage lending world as a whole.
The eClosing pilot went live at the beginning of
the year, and is exploring how the use of technology
during the closing process can reduce frustration
for consumers, improve their understanding and,
at the same time, help lenders uphold compliance.
Stemming from the CFPB’s Know Before You Owe
initiative, it is largely expected among industry professionals for this pilot to, in fact, demonstrate that
electronic processes accomplishes these goals.
In addition to the value of modern technology,
the eClosing pilot is demonstrating the importance
of accurate data. To this point, the primary focus
for lenders has been on completing and delivering
disclosure forms three days prior to the closing;
however, if the data is not accurate, costly and frustrating delays remain inevitable. In the worst cases,
legal repercussions may occur as a result of inaccurate data on closing forms, which is often simply
the result of human error. Electronic processes and
the use of automated documents significantly reduce these types of errors – not to mention, enable
lenders to complete forms more quickly. Accuracy
of data is intended to mitigate risk for lenders and
to eliminate any surprises at the closing.
Electronic documents are much more than

PDFs emailed back and forth, but rather intelligent
documents that further protect lenders by facilitating clear timestamps to show who did what, and
when they did it. What makes these documents
“intelligent” is that the source XML data that is
used to generate the document can be embedded
within the document. This is important as it can
be used later to be re-verified for compliance or
electronically boarded to other systems eliminating the need to scan them, and have Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) to extract data or
re-key information. Having this type of automation enables lenders to reconcile that data between
initial disclosure and final closing disclosure, making sure that the Good Faith Estimate (GFE), Truth
in Lending (TIL) and APR are within the tolerance
thresholds. Electronically performing this process

The eClosing pilot went
live at the beginning of
the year, and is exploring
how the use of technology
during the closing process
can reduce frustration for
consumers.
is imperative for lenders; without accurate data, the
chance that the closing cost will match the initial
GFE is much less, causing delays in closing, incur
fees and experience many other penalties.
Many documents require signatures from multiple parties, which means they are passed through
a number of hands, making it easy for a mistake
to occur. Automation and electronic workflows
prevent common human errors like losing pages
or missing a signature, and also provide lenders
more visibility – they can simply log into a system to see status updates of all activities for every
transaction, bringing more accountability to their
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businesses. Automated documents mean an automated
make transactions more efficient, while simultaneously
paper trail, which is critical to lenders to prove they folmaking them more secure and mitigating a number of
lowed compliance.
risks, from repudiation risk to other types of fraud.
A primary objective for the CFPB with the eClosing
Paper documents can easily be misplaced and wet
pilot is to evaluate ways to promote better consumer
signatures are much easier than electronic signatures to
understanding of the mortgage process and the countforge. Automated technology hinders fraudsters’ ability
less documents involved. Even for the savviest borto tamper with documents, as well as requires levels of
rower – receiving a stack of paper documents with the
authentication for users that simply are not possible to
expectation to review and comprehend its contents is a
enforce with paper.
tall order. In addition to electronic processes in general,
As financial institutions continue to deal with
the pilot is experimenting with new methods to help
lawsuits – some up to a billion dollars – from the
borrowers gain a stronger underrobosigning that occurred, the
standing before they reach the final
need for more standardized and
closing. For instance, can interacautomated processes is undertive links throughout the electronic
lined. Compliance requirements
forms offer guidance and educacombined with the adoption of
tion? Would borrowers be recepelectronic processes – complete
tive to summaries, term definitions
with time and date stamps and
and process explanations within
audit trails – will prevent unauelectronic documents? How about
thorized individuals from illegally
correlating videos?
executing or notarizing closing
Evaluating these tech-focused
forms.
Furthermore, a full,
options is how the CFPB is aiming
electronic process that captures
to protect consumers and create a
proper authentication of the borsmoother process for the consumer
rower executing the closing forms
and lender alike. In addition to conwill help to document compliance
tributing to enhancing borrower There are hopes
with mortgage lending laws while
comprehension, electronic docu- that the outcomes
mitigating risk during the mortments make it possible for consumgage origination process.
of this pilot could
ers to receive documents from the
Although the closing is just one
lender faster, and therefore, have propel us toward
part of the mortgage process, the
more time to review them earlier fully electronic
results from this pilot program will
than they otherwise could if being
potentially demonstrate how elecmailed the paperwork. This could mortgage processes tronic processes can benefit the
mean that by the time the closing in the near future.
entire mortgage transaction. There
rolls around, consumers could have
are hopes that the outcomes of this
already read and even signed up to 85 percent of the
pilot could propel us toward fully electronic mortgage
documents – and better understand what they are signprocesses in the near future. The technology is there.
ing, rather than feeling rushed to sign documents they
The need is there. As is the desire from both sides – indo not fully comprehend at the closing table.
dustry professionals and consumers. With the amount
It is widely acknowledged that fraud is a growing
of time all mortgage companies have invested in updatproblem for the entire financial services industry. The
ing their processes, policies and technology to accommortgage lending process is particularly at risk, as docmodate the changing landscape, the establishment of a
uments carry copious amounts of consumers’ sensitive
true e-mortgage, used across the board, would certainly
financial data. An electronic closing process will help to
prove a win-win for everyone.v
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